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1 SAVE THE CHILDREN

The future looks bright for babies 
like Dalia,* born to Venezuelan 

refugees, thanks to your investment 
in their early development.  

*Name changed for protection

We have more than 1 billion reasons to celebrate this  
year! That’s how many children’s lives we’ve changed  
since our founding 100 years ago – all thanks to valued  
partners like you. 

As our centennial comes to a close, your impact on  
our work has been greater than ever. We’ve championed  
efforts to end preventable deaths with a focus on maternal  
and newborn health. The launch of our groundbreaking  
Return to Learning program ensures displaced girls and boys 
have the opportunity to continue learning in the most difficult 
circumstances. And your tireless support helped us keep  
children safe during conflict and disaster.

Together, we’re creating change for children that ripples 
throughout their lives, their families and communities – 
ultimately, transforming the future we all share.

THE IMPACT 
OF YOUR 
PARTNERSHIP
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Kangaroo Mother Care Saves Newborn Lives

The first 1,000 days of life (roughly three years) are a critical 
window of opportunity. This is when a child’s brain becomes  
80 percent formed, laying the foundation for lifelong development. 
One of the ways we make sure babies get the strongest start 
possible is by supporting the practice of Kangaroo Mother  
Care (KMC) around the world. 

KMC is especially beneficial for vulnerable preterm babies  
like Sarah’s. Her baby arrived two months early weighing just  
2.6 pounds. For any parent, that’s a terrifying situation, but KMC 
is helping ensure better outcomes for tiny newborns, regardless  
of economic status. KMC involves skin-to-skin contact to provide 
warmth and encourage bonding and exclusive breastfeeding.  
It’s essential that trained health care providers are able to give 
mothers the support they need to make KMC successful, both  
in the hospital and once they are home, to help their babies  
grow and thrive. Save the Children, thanks to supporters  
like you, is a global leader in promoting the use of this  
lifesaving method. Together, we are saving newborn lives.

In Kenya’s Bungoma County Referral Hospital,  
Sarah learns to cuddle her baby skin-to-skin, 
helping her baby gain weight and thrive. 

Every Day: A Healthy Start

Thanks to a 28-month 
project to strengthen  
health systems in  
Kenya, more than  
3,200 low-birthweight 
babies benefited  
from KMC support  
and survived.
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Every Day: The Opportunity to Learn

Early Steps to School Success

It’s sad, but true – 15 million children living in poverty in America 
enter school unready to learn.

By age 4, children from low-income families are up to 18 months 
developmentally behind their peers. Why? Because these girls and 
boys are less likely to attend preschool than children from wealthier 
households. Plus they often live in homes where books are scarce 
and early-learning activities are few and far between.

We developed Early Steps to School Success to change that. The 
program reaches children from birth to age 5 – during those crucial 
early years for brain development – to build language and literacy 
skills. Through home visits, book exchanges, parenting groups and 
an emphasis on transition to school, Early Steps exposes children to 
early learning while equipping parents with the skills and confidence 
to support their children’s growth. Thanks to your support, children 
from even the poorest, most remote communities can enter school 
ready to learn – and succeed. Thanks to your support, in our last 
program year, 90% of children enrolled in Early Steps scored at or 
above the normal range of vocabulary achievement. 

Returning Refugee Children to Learning

More than half of all refugee children – 4 million –  
are not in school even though they are bursting with 
potential. Our Return to Learning initiative, developed  
with seed funding in recognition of our centennial, aims  
to provide the growing number of displaced girls and boys 
with uninterrupted learning opportunities. Unlike most 
emergency educational interventions, Return to Learning 
assessment tools and game-based activities can be quickly 
rolled out in any safe community space. Over the past two 
years, we have pilot-tested the program in asylum centers, 
refugee camps and child-friendly spaces in Serbia, Spain, 
Uganda, Kenya, Lebanon and Nigeria.

Home visits like this one in Ripley, Tennessee, inspire families to read together. 

Return to Learning opens a world of educational possibilities for children like 
14-year-old Munguiko* living in the Rwamwanja refugee settlement in Uganda. 

*Name changed for protection

Every Day: Protection from Harm

Positive Parenting in Latin America

Family Care First in Cambodia

Eight million children go to sleep in institutions and orphanages. 
But four out of five aren’t orphans – one or both of their parents 
are alive and, with support, could care for them. Through 
programs like Family Care First in Cambodia, we strengthen 
families struggling with crises, so that they can care for children 
and not resort to placing them in an institution. We also support 
family-based alternative care when children can’t stay with their 
biological families.

Family Care First has nearly 60 partners working to reduce the 
number of family separations. They also help to reintegrate 
children back into safe, nurturing family care. Our role, thanks  
to donors like you, includes building partners’ capacity, supporting 
local governments and hosting learning exchanges of best 
practices, so all children can grow up in strong, caring families. 

Children in El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras face violence  
in their everyday lives. Reducing violence in homes and schools  
is one way we’re addressing the causes of migration from these 
countries. We’re helping parents in Central America and 
elsewhere follow “positive discipline” practices so their 
children grow up in respectful, loving and non-violent homes. 
Based on research into children’s healthy development, 
positive discipline teaches parents to be good role models 
who are fair and flexible. Research also shows that 
children who see their parents handle conflict, anger 
and stress without aggression are more likely to 
resolve their own conflicts peacefully.

Providing Refuge for Children at U.S. Border

In spring 2019, together with our supporters, Save the Children 
launched programming in Deming and Las Cruces, New Mexico,  
to support the needs of migrant children and families seeking 
asylum. They arrive every day at community-run shelters after 
being released from U.S. government detention centers. We focus 
on the material and emotional well-being of children, distributing 
hygiene kits and offering child-friendly spaces where children can 
relax and play and mother-baby spaces where parents can attend 
to the needs of infants. We also support local nonprofits with 
funding and basic necessities. In August, local partner organizations 
assumed responsibility for the programs. We are committed to 
continuing to support and engage with partners to ensure these 
children and families have a safe place to land as they plan the next 
stage of their journey.

The loving bond Karla shares with her son Daniel* can 
help pave the way to a less violent society in El Salvador, 
one of the most dangerous places to be a child. 
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Theara* was abandoned at a hospital after he was born and lived there for seven 
months. Family Care First placed him with foster parents Phimean and Laden,  
who pledge to “keep on loving him.” 
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Our child-friendly spaces in New Mexico are a safe zone for kids. 
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“ Every day when we are having classes, 
other children come to the window  
and watch as the learners interact,  
play and learn. They all want to 
participate in the program.”
–  Baba Gana Ali Shettima, learning 

facilitator in Monguno, Nigeria



Keren gave birth to a healthy baby girl, one of several “Save the Children 
babies” celebrated by Megan and her EHU colleagues in Colombia.  
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Treatment by Torchlight After Cyclone Idai
Sarah from Mozambique joined our EHU after the massive 
destruction caused by Cyclone Idai. Her first day on the job,  
she was flown to a remote community in Sofala Province where 
she spent two weeks treating disease, dehydration and HIV and 
assisting women in giving birth – often by torchlight. She slept in 
a tent, cooked on a wood fire and bathed in the river. There was 
no electricity and, to get phone reception, she had to walk for an 
hour and climb a tree. Says Sarah, “It was hard, but I thought to 
myself, if the people here can live this way, why can’t I? I’m now 
helping manage two mobile clinic teams in Sofala – and I love 
what I’m doing!”

In Times of Crisis: Readiness. Relief. Recovery. 

Every day, over half a million humanitarian workers stand on the frontlines of conflict and disaster, braving dangers and 
difficulties to help people in crisis. About 40 percent of these dedicated aid workers are women. Two of them, both nurses from 
different parts of the world, shared recent experiences deploying with our Emergency Health Unit (EHU) – and explained why 
they are compelled to respond when others need them most.

Photo: Sacha Myers

“ It was so rewarding  
to see people 
receiving help  
and to contribute  
to helping people  
recover from  
the cyclone.” 
– Sarah, EHU worker

Delivering Hope to Venezuelan Mothers 

“ We are able to give 
them some hope 
for the future.” 
– Megan, EHU Worker

Breakthroughs for Children
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Pocket-Sized Innovation, Giant Impact
Five years of conflict have left thousands of children in South 
Sudan separated from their families. That’s why, this past 
summer, Save the Children partnered with a network of other 
child protection organizations to launch a new app that makes  
it easier to help families reunite. 

This life-changing technology offers a database that frontline 
protection workers can update and monitor in real time. The  
app can even take photos and record audio, helping us trace  
and reunify children and parents. Additionally, it works across 
organizations, facilitating support for each child in the system. 

But most important – thanks to partners like you – it makes 
the impossible possible, enabling Emmanuela to be reunited  
with her five children whom she’d not seen since their village  
was attacked in 2014.

Better Careers Through Extended Reality (BecaXR)
Helping youth to visualize – and prepare for – better careers  
is a key part of our livelihoods programming, offering long-term 
benefits for youth, their families and their communities.

Created in partnership with Accenture, BecaXR is an 
immersive augmented/virtual reality mobile phone application 
that allows young job seekers to envision new careers.  
The application uses 360-degree video to immerse them  
in typical workplaces and helps them practice key  
communication skills they would need to be successful.

To date, through a range of collaborations, Accenture and  
Save the Children have equipped nearly 90,000 youth in more 
than 10 countries with the skills to get a job or build a business. 
Over the next three years, we plan to equip more than  
80,000 additional youth with these skills.
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“ I don’t have enough words  
to express my feelings right now.”
–  Emmanuela, embracing her children  

after five years of separation.

In Da Nang, 
Vietnam, BecaXR  
helps young job 
seekers visualize 
potential career 
pathways. 
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Megan from Arizona has worked intermittently for our EHU 
over the last year and a half. This year, when she got the call to 
deploy to Colombia and assist in establishing our sexual and 
reproductive health clinic for Venezuelan refugees in Maicao, she 
was eager to help.

Megan was proud to support women like Keren, one of 
thousands of Venezuelans fighting a daily battle for survival on the 
streets of Colombia. Heavily pregnant with her sixth child, Keren 
arrived at the clinic despondent and homesick. As is the case for 
many pregnant women from Venezuela, Keren had anemia and 
other complications due to the lack of medical care and affordable, 
nutritious food back home. 

With your generous support, the clinic continues to provide 
prenatal care, postnatal care, mental health services, family 
planning resources and treatment for sexually transmitted 
infections. Equally important, the clinic serves as a caring 
community for vulnerable women living on the margins  
amid Venezuela’s ongoing political and economic crisis.



Our Financials 2018
Thanks to the generous support of our 

donors and partners, we served 134 million 

children in 120 countries around the world 

including the United States.

In 2018, Save the Children USA continued 

to maintain a strong financial foundation 

with $880.7 million in operating revenue.

This page: Maya* is a top student in Yemen and hopes to become  
a teacher – a dream you help make possible for her. 

On the cover: With Save the Children’s nutrition support made possible by your 
generosity, Itir,* age 6, is getting back on his feet in Kenya. Photo: Nina Raingold

*Name changed for protection
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give.org

Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 2018

WHERE YOUR GIVING GOES

87% PROGRAM SERVICES

8% FUNDRAISING

5% MANAGEMENT & GENERAL

WHERE YOUR GIVING HELPS

37% AFRICA

34% ASIA

13% UNITED STATES

11% MIDDLE EAST & EURASIA

5% LATIN AMERICA & CARIBBEAN

HOW YOUR GIVING HELPS

45% HEALTH & NUTRITION

22% EDUCATION

9% HUNGER & LIVELIHOODS

8% EMERGENCIES

7% PUBLIC POLICY & ADVOCACY

6% HIV/AIDS

3% CHILD PROTECTION

HOW OUR WORK IS FUNDED

40% U.S. NATIONAL, STATE &
       LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

26% UN & OTHER MULTI-LATERAL
       FUNDING INSTITUTIONS

19% INDIVIDUALS

10% CORPORATIONS

4% FOUNDATIONS

1% OTHER


